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 Bikini Bottom and the Sea Krabs were the main settings for many episodes of the original Nickelodeon series. As with his
previous creation, SpongeBob is a gelatinous orange-colored sea sponge (although he can also change color), with a brain. In his
first adventure, he was created to be a "dentist's nightmare", and in the second, he was introduced as a "superhero". SpongeBob

was born in the episode "Help Wanted", when Mr. Krabs meets a strange voice in his kooky hat that tells him to find the
"perfect thing" to keep Plankton and his "super-evil" dog Gary from taking over the Bikini Bottom, so they can live in peace and

eat "everybody's favorite food". After that, he starts to explore the world as SpongeBob until he runs away from his home, the
pineapple under the sea, and lives in the human world, where he encounters a group of animals and people. In the episode

"Somewhere Over the Grocery Store", SpongeBob learns that his home is actually a key location. In the episode "Help Wanted",
Plankton is scared of his dog Gary (the hero in his previous adventure) and so he adopts a black dog named Gary. Contents The

show originally depicted the town of Bikini Bottom, which is located under the sea. It is populated by anthropomorphic sea
creatures, including the characters Mr. Krabs, SpongeBob, Patrick, Squidward, Sandy, and Gary. In the series, the characters are

modeled after various sea creatures. In a 2011 interview, SpongeBob creator Stephen Hillenburg recalled the significance of
Squidward's penis in his early drafts of the show: "I actually started out with Squidward as the shark, and I was thinking about
sharks and snakes and things, and I wanted Squidward's penis to be a tentacle, but I was afraid that people would think it was
like a penis. And then I actually called my friend who's an artist and said, 'Do you think it would look cool if his penis was a
tentacle? And she said, 'It would be really weird, but it would look really cool.'" The fictional town of Bikini Bottom was not

actually named for the swimsuit invented by the American company Bikini, but for a marine park and museum there. The name
is a pun on California's topsoil layer, the "Topsoil Bowl", which is where water eventually drains 82157476af
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